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KGB defector reveals spy network
LONDON CUPI ) - The chief
of the Soviet KGB s py
operation in London has
defected to the West , unmasking at least 25 Soviet
agents, the government an·
nounced Thursday. Denmark
said the defector was a longtime Western double agent.
The defection of Oleg Gordievski, 46, and the exposure of
the major espionage network
prompted Britain to order the
expUlsions of 25 Soviet

diplomats, officials and
journalists, who were given
three weeks to leave the
country.
WITHIN HOURS of the
announcement, Danish Justice
Minister Erik Nigg Hansen
said in Copenhagen tha t
Gordievski. who served 10
years as a Soviet diploma t in
the Danish capital, had been
an "extremely important
source of information" for

Danish intelligence.
" I would say that he has
been the West's most im0rtant source of inf,ormation," Hansen said in a
television Interview. •'There
has been a close connection
hetween Gordievski and the
Danish intelligence 'for a long
time. He has given us a wealth
of information."
THE FLOW of information
wiD end as a result ' of Gar-

Gus Bode

dievski's defection, Haosp.n
said. " It has been very important for our common
security to have this information. " he said.
Gordievski served in various
diplomat.ic
posts
in
Copenhagen from 1966 to 1970,
and again from 1972 to 1978,
rising steadily from attache to
first secretary at the Soviet
Embassy.
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Trustees renounce
S. African investment
By P.ule Buckner
SlaHWritOf

TI.e SIU Board of Trustees
advises University groups to
divest themselves of any funds
deposited directly into
the government of South
Africa.
In an advisory statement to

~~r~rtba~~~'::~e~~rr.::

it governs should avoid investing money into companies
and banks which make direct
loans to the South Mrican
government.
Rowe presented the
statement, which was approved unanimously by the
nine-member board, near the
start of its meeting Thursday.
According to the page-long
statement. neither the board
nor SIU-C or SIU-E have investments in companies doing
business in or with South
Mrica .
"This board condemns
violations of human rights and
dignity throughout the world,
including the apartheid
poliCies of South Mrica."

Rowe read. "It believes that
the board and the universities
it governs should avoid investing funds in companies
conducting business in South
Mrica unless the companies
have subscribed to and are
certified to be actively supporting the 1979 Sullivan
Principles. "
The Sullivan Principles were
written by the Rev. Leon
Sullivan, a black minister, and
outlines six basic guidelines on
the rights of bla!'l< workers for
American
companies
operating in South Mrica.
Those
rights
include
desegregation of public and
work places, equal pay for
equaJ work and equal and fair
employment practices for aU
em"loyees.
In May, a representative of
the SJU-C Student Coalition to
FI'e!' South Mrica urged the
board to break its links with
the SIU Foundation until that
organization divests itself of
funds invested in corporations
or banks which do business
with South Africa.

More recently. the SIU-E
University Staff Senate
requested that the board "use
its inOuence" to encourage the
State Universities Retirement
System Board to dispose of
investments made with
companies which have
holdings in or engage in
business with South Mrica.
Rowe said the board could
not instruct the ~
tatives of such groups bow to
vote on particular issues, "but
such bodies are deserving of at
least an advisory statement
from this board of its view" on
the investment issue.
Trustees Ivan A. Elliott Jr.,
Carol Kimmel and George T.
Wilkens sit anthe ~ 01 !be
two organizations. Elliott
holds a position in the Foui>dation Board with Kimmel as
an alternate and Wilkens has
one with the Retirement
System Board.
SIU-C Student Trustee Andy
Leighton said that he was glad
the board decided to approve
the statement.
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GPSC asks SIU to divest S. Africa holdings
By Alice Schllilerl
SlaHWrlter

A resolution requesting tha t
the SIU Board or Trustees and
Foundation divest
holdings in corporations doing
business with or in South
Mrica was passed Thursday
by the Graduate and
Professional Student Council.
The resolution, submitted by
Jon Byron, representative for
tIfe SIU

This Morning

. the Plant anJ Soil Science
Department, passed on a vote
of 27-() with 12 abstentions.
The SJU Foundation
president, Stanley McAnally,
says that there has been a
significant decline in the
amount of Foundation funds
invested in companies doing
business in South Mrica.
CENTERRE TRUST Co., of

Studenfs trick
a big success
- Page13

Salukis hope
to avert ambush
- Sports 28
Sunny, with. high around 10.

divestment policy resolution to
its nine-.member executive
committee on Aug. 21 , and
they are expected to be '
returned by mid-Septemher:
Also presented to the cOuncil
was a resolution to evaluate
the SJU-C administration.
Jooeph CamiDe, director 01
student work and financial

THE SIU Foundation mailed
ballots for a proposed

" All surfaces have to be dental records.
"You would be amazed a!
sterilized. and then we cover
Concern over the tran- everything with plastic and the places where the wra..
smission of AIDS from patient . foil." said Cathy Jensen, would go," Jensen said.
to patient has encouraged the University coordinator of
Jrooically, the practice or
dental hygiene program at dental hygiene. "All the stun a wrapping everything in plastic
SIU-C to incorporate a new worker uses whi\e working in to prevent disease tranpol!.q - plastic covers.
_ ' s mouth must be smission is not yet standartJ
This is not- to say AIDS, or protected."
procedure in most of the 58
Acquired Immune Deficiency
dental schools in the United
Syndrome, is running rampant
SOME OF the " stuff" has States, and is actually conon campus, but the most nothing to d·o with dental tools ; sidered one of "the latest
recent studies on AIDS have yet they are handled regularly measures," says Jensen in the
determined it is transmitted during the course of an advancement of dental
from one person to another examination
by
both hygiene.
through exchange of body hygienists and dentists. such
"WE JUST started wrapping
nuids, and in !he case of the has seat adjustment levers
dental profession, saliva can pencils, work lamps, even the the (examination room) units
be the nemesis .
folder containing the patient's _ this year. It's an idea we got
SlaHWritar

-Page3

policy of divestment in
general.
"We h!lve to take a stand on
this, .. said Kathy RuszaY.
Political Science Department
representative. "U students
don't take a stand, the
University won't give a damn
and wiD doas it pleases."

Hygien'i sts combatting AIDS spread
B, DawId Sheets

Dixon talks
of city plan

St. Louis, handles the Foundation's investment portfolios.
and McAnally said they had
reported that Foundation
investments in South Mri,:a
were $423,954.50 as of June 30,
1985, down from $1,093,000
reported in 1983. .
Discussion of the resolution
centered on the stand the
GPSC should take in the
divestment issue and the

.
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tIOIIK!Where else. but

we're still one of tiM! first
sdIOGIs to do dDs," she said.
"We are trying to keep the
students up-tCHiate on the
practice."
More important, Jensen
added, is a return to regular
use of gloves and masks.
Recommended by the
American Dental Association
for many years as standard
garb, the AMA reemphasized
their use by hygienists and
dentists last week in its
biweekly new>o-paper.
Hygienists should be par-
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Newswrap
nation/world

Soviet spy defection hailed
as a 'diplomacy bonanza'
WASHINGTON (UP!) -lnteUigence experts Thursday hailed
the defecti... of the Soviet spy chief in Loridon as a lIonanza that
could give the West a jump 01\ the "secret underside" of Soviet
diplomacy before the superpower summit. Britain allllOUllCed
Thursday that Oleg Gordievski. the Soviet's KGB espiCXl8ge
chief in London. had defected 10 the West and that 25 Soviets
including six diplomats. are being expelled - apparently
informati... supplied by GGrdievski.
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GOP block. Democreta' sanction chellenge
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WASWNGTON (UP!) - A GOP maneuver forced Democrat.
Thursday 10 scrap their challenge of President Reagan"limited
sancti.... against South Africa. but the 10Ier'B vowed 10 impollE
tougher penalties in bills Reagan will be reluctant 10 veto. A
Democratic-Jed coaliti... IoIt two close votes this week 10 foree
their tougher sancti.... 10 the Door and wanted 10 delay a third

try.

S. African police .rrest .nd detain children
SOWETO. South Africa (UP!) - Struggling 10 catch a lIIimpae
of their children. brothers or sisters through a l...root fence. a
throng of anguished blacks crowded around 'Sowelo's M ......
poJice stali.... About 50 yards inside the compound. rifJe-1oting
police herded their c:biJdren inlo
Uow trucb with
meshed windows. Their ..... and da~ters were detaitied ~
emergency provisi.... that ban chililren from the streets between 8 a .m . and 2 p.m . and everyme during an 11 p.m . 10 3 a .m .
curfew.

_vii

Federal Judge OK' •• nt.......11te weapon teat
WASHINGTON (UP!) - A federal iudIIe cleared the way
Thursday for the fust test of the U.S. :c!;...teJlite We8pm
against an orbilinl sateUite. rejecting a bid for a delay by four
House Democrats and a group of scientists. The test is expected
10 be conducted Friday against a defunct military researcIJ
sateJlite. The Air Force hopes 10 down it with a missile. fired
from a hidl-Dying F-15 .

Tongue sore discovered •• AIDS Indicator
ATLANTA (UP)) - A tCXlgUe sore first identified in San
Francisco at the beginning of the AIDS epidemic four years ago
has been found 10 be an early indicator 01. the lethal infection.
federal _lib officials said Thursday. The natiCXl81 Centers for
Disease C...troJ said "this newly reported Jesi..... is an important diagnostic tool for _I~re providers in early
recognili... and treatment of acquired immune deficiency
syndrome.

C.nadlan J"dge Issu.. murder trial gag order
CALGARY. Alberta (UPIJ - A judge iss.Jed a gag order
. t the
at !be opening 01. ~ hearinp
;.r:;:.y for
N" Slllpected 01. taking part in as many as
25 leX and torture s1aylDp in California. Judge Hubert Oliver
quickly issued !be order. wbicb prevents reporters fnIm
JiubtisbinII or broadcaalinl details 01. any 01. the ~t
.. oceecIinp at !be heariJrC.

l:I:"'rJes

Former PIrII_ accUHCI of dlatrlbutlng drugs
PlTl'SBURGH (UPIJ - A sec:and major-Iea&uer testified
n.anday !bat Willie "p." StaraeJI and Ilill. IIadJock
distributed amphetamiMs m !be Pittaburlb c:IuIIbIue. an
aJlepIiaD !be two former Pirate stars bave deaIed. ~Ii·.
Dave ParlIer ~Iedpd ncelYinI !be drup fnIm SIar1IeII.
IcJaItIme inIpIrationalleader 01. !be Pirates and eurrently IlIeir
fust-iJae c:oadI, and MadIod<. who nc:eatly was traded 10 !be
LoB Angeles DcJcIIen.

state

New DUIlaws make Illinois
tougher on drunk'drivers
cmCAGO <UPI) - GetIinI behind the wbeeI 01. an aulamclbiJe
while iDloxic:ated will became a riskier venture under new geltough dRmken driving legislation penned inlo law by Gov. James
R . 'I'bompson Thursday. Secretary 01. State Jim Edgar. head !II
the DUI Task Force wbicb recomlDended the tougher Ia.... said
the changes fulfill his goal 01. "swift and certain puDishment" for

•

druJlJ<en driving.
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UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
STUDENT CENTER

Dixon tells students of his past, his plans .for city
I,ScoItF_n

very important in the west,
especially in a city growing as
fast as Aurora."
"Other issues were mosUy
concerned with zoning, but
zoning in Colorado was different than here in Carbondale. Aurora had .DO
geographic boundaries as far
as expansion of the city was
concerned, allowing for more
freedom in planning for the
city's growth."
In 1973, Dixon was appointed
liSsistant village ad ministrator in the Chicago
suburb of Glen Ellyn, where
the College of Do PagE' is
located.

StaffWri ....

Some may think a city
manager in a college-town like
Carbondale is overburdened
with difficulties, but City
Manager BiD Dixon says he
finds the work satisfying.
Speaking to a small group of
SIU-C journalism students In a
rather informal atmosphere,
Dixon appeared at ease
fielding questions on a variety
of topics, always supplying an
answer that was informational,
yet
uncontroversial.
One topic that seemed to
captivate his audience was a
glimpse into his own past.
Dixon, in addition to being
city manager, is also a family
man and father of four
children. His youthful appearance belies the fact he is
38 years old.

GLEN ELLYN and Carbondale are similar cities in
that they have similar
~tion bases and both are
cihes with large university
populations. The College of Do
Page, a community college,
has an enrollment of about
12,000 students.
In 1974 he became tlult city's
first professional village administrator, remaining at that
position until being hired by
the city of Carbondale in Dec.

HE . WAS raised in Champaign, and was exposed to city
government in a university
town.
Dixon left the UrbanaChampaign area to pursue an
undergraduate degree in
political science at Loyola of
Chicago, later returning to the
University of Illinois for his
master's degree in public
administration.
From there it was off to
Aurora, Colorado and the first
major test of his education as
the top assistant to the city
manager in this burgeonilig
Denver suburb.
" Aurora was one of the
fastest growing cities in the
countrY, at the time," Dixon
said. The issues that Dixon
dealt with as an administrator
while at Aurora differed more
than a bit from issues confronting him here at Carbondale.

1983.

" The capability of the
department heads already
here led to my choice of the
Carbondale position, " he
said. "I came into a good
situation here."
DIXON SAYS some aspects
of his job give him particular
satisfaction, and those parts
naturally involve seeing
projects come to fruition that
he has spent many hours on.
" I like seeing the community
benefit from decisions and
recommendations
made
through this office," he said.
" One aspect of this job that a
city manager must approach
carefully is to not get tied to
one course of action on a
certain project, to the point
where if the city COUDciI sa
no to the idea, you can't
flexible enough to trY another

"ONE ISSUE that I dealt
with as an administrator in
Aurora was the acquisition of
water rights for the city,"
Dixon said. "WBter rights are
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HE SAYS he tries not to
alienate the press, believing
both the press and the city
government must work to
maintain public trust, and
since both work for this
common goal there must be no
communications gap between
the two.
"I think that it is the duty of
the press to maintain an integrity of appearance, though
not necessarily a physical
appearance ...
Dixon says members of u.,
press should maintain through
objective reporting of stories
an integrity in interpretation
that will neither alienate
sources or the public".
Dixon carries this principle
into his job as a public administrator, in that he will not
divulge any facts concerning a
project he feels wiD not act in
the public's best interests.
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CURRENTLY, mE major
relocation, the construction of
a downtown hotel, and the
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apparenUy wiD not take an
active role in ifs construction.
It will make land available for
development to a private
contractor.
Dixon says lie believes the
completion of the convention
ceater and the depression in
conjunction with im provements in the Old Carboodale Square area will
. crea~ a functional downtovm
for the city.

"RIGHT NOW, the section of
town the botel WGUId be located
in is not functioniJlC," he said.
"There is a need in this
community for a place to hold
conferences and meetings."
As for critics who may
believe the hotel project may
not be economically feasible,
"WHEN mE depresson is Dixon says according to a
completed, the community wiD feasibility .tudy the city
be ~ up. This should also conducted last year there is a
eliminate trafftc congestion at need for the project and that it
certain times of the day caused is economically possible.
by trains blocking key
Another duty of Dixon's
downtown intersections."
office, one that he says is
Dixon says the depression underplayed to the public but
project will provide economic is vitally important to the city,
relief to the depressed local is the continuing effort to
provide basic services such as
:''::''''1'lc::a!~ f~hof
water and proper sanitatiOii
through the communi I;, ,
fadli ~i es
to Carbondale's
Dixon expects Congress to ~r~~i.mateIY
28 , 000
take action on the project this
faU, probably in the form of
providing funding for a temDixon says this is basically a
porary railway to be useil " nuts and bolts" type of
during the construction of the program, but it is one he
actual depression.
considers as vital as projects
such as the railroad depression
DIXON DID express con- and the downtown hotel
cern the project may be project.
scrapped by Congress's
Before closing the informal
concern with cutting the meeting Dixon evaluated the
federal deficit, but said the civic involvement of Carcity will continue to market the bondale residents as compared
idea to the federal govern- to other"ities he has served.
ment.
" Ill the two suburbs I served,
Carbondale is one of several there were many active
cities originally approached by neighborhood organizations.
the federal government as Carbondale is more like the
model cities for a community Clulmpaign area in that it has
project such as the depression. many active special interest
The <low-.. hotel project IJ'OUPS working fer the betis another project that . con- terment of the community.

approach."
Dixon believes a city
manager must maintain 0bjectivity when conducting
business, and must not "burn
any bridges" bY alienating the
people of the city and city
council members.
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cerns Dixon. Although the city
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ongoing delivery of services to
the city.
"The depression of the
railroild tracks thnJugh the
city is a $SO miDion .JI!'Oject, but
will be accomplished over
sevenl years," said Dixon.
The city has an annual
operating budget of .21
million.
Dixon paused briefly when
asked if the the depression is
wise ' publir policy, but
presented .everal factors
indicating U",t the
jecl
sbouId prove
the
community.
"First, the depression ·.will
reduce an unaltractive
physical feature." Carbcr.ldale
is currenUy divided alm""t in
half by the railroad line east of
I\I(nois Avenue.
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~ Commentary

David and Goliath
set to meet again
THIS SATURDAY, TilE SALUKIS will travel north for a game
with the University of Illinois' Fighting Ulini . At best, it's going
to be an uphill battle for the Salukis.
Let's face it, it's a David and Goliath situation. It's impossible
to ignore the fact that the Salukis are a division I-M school and
the U of I is a Big Ten giant.
Tbe U of I h:<s vastly superior resources - namely money compared to SIU-C. Its footbaU team was ranked 11th in the UPI
poll at the start of the season. In the 1983 season. the JIIini went
.Utbe way to the Rose Bowl. You get the point.
However, just because the odds are against the Salukis doesn 't
mean we can't be a winner, even if we lose the game. It will be a
great opportunity to see another university and meet people
from another campus.
IT'S T.<\ILGREAT WEEKENO at the U of I, an opportunity to
let off some steam and to s ...~ how another large unl\'ersity
celebrates and shows school spirit. Who knows? TIle game may
plant the seeds for SIU-C's <Nn Tailgreat weekend. Tbere are
some things SIU-C students are good at, and celebrating sometiJnes to the dismay of the at!ministration - seems to be one
of them.
.
The $125,000 guarantee SIU-C is receiving for the game is
nothing to tum your nose upat either. After the men's basketball
fiasco last spring, which resulted in SIU-C's being denied an
estimated $50,000 in television revenue sbaring from the
Missouri Valley Conference, the revenue from the Illini will be a
boost for the ailing athletics department.
We're not giving up on the Dogs. The Salukis are a fine team
that could pull off an upset. But win or lose, the most important
aspect of this game is to root for the Salukis and to have a good
time.
And what a great time it would be if the Dogs just happened to
knock off those guys in Champaign. Wow !

Letters
Response to charges
Representation. This is· the
foundation in which the Undergraduate
Student
Organization is based. The
Student Senate is composed,
according to the uso Constitution, of 41 senators from 4
geographic and 10 academic
districts. But the represen·
tation of this year's Senate
extends beyond districts and
encompasses males, females,
blacks, whites, international,
traditional, non-traditional,
greek and disabled students,

:~u:.~J'': ~u!~ aJ!~~~

constitution states that the
Senate bas the right to seat all
senators, the remaining 11
seats can and should be filled
to expand the representation to
encompass the many diverse
needs of our student
population.
Many students contacted me
over the summer about 0btaining 5e113te seats in the fall.
The day before the fall
semester began, I personally
placed all these names in the
mailboxes of those senators
who sit in the districts to which
these penOllS applied. Since
then I bave directed aU other
persons wishing to be seated in
the vacant senate seats to the
individual senator(s) or to
their mailboxes, and have
taken no part in handling any

Doonesbury

information myself. Referring
to the article written by Mr.
Larry Geiler on Sept. 10 that
labeled
my
actions
"withholding names of
senators." I can honestly say
that my actions have
demonstrated this accusation
to be false.
Mr. Geiler also stated that a
senator who intended on
resigning was encouraged to
stay on the Senate just long
enough to use his power of
appointment. This senator was
the only one representing this
district , and the en couragement was made with
the intent that if an appointment would be made, his
resignation would not leave the
district unrepresented. Again,
this intention was not in line
with Geiler's accusations that
this one appointment would
" tip the balance of power."
As f have stated earlier, the
constitution states that the
Senate shaU have the power to
seat all senators. I wnuld like
to applaud the Student SeDdte
for the diverse composure that
exists and would encourage
them to fill the remaining 11
seats with the intent of
representing the needs of aU
students.- Tr.cy StaDe, Vice
President, Vnder,r.d. .te
Stadent Orgaalzallan.

Pay for performance strikes out
I would_ like to take issue
with Roo Warnick's "Sports
Analysis" column that appear'" in the Sept. 5 issue of
the Daily Egyptian.
In theory, Warnick's idea of
paying baseball players based
on their performance sounds
great, even if it would send the
entire Pittsburgh Pirate team
to the poorhouse.
When one looks deeper into
this proposal, one begins to
find flaws with it. II players
were paid solely on their
statistics. fans would start
seeing a different brand of

basebaU being played.
Hitters would start swinging
for the fences during every
plate appearance. In a close
game hitters who are expected
to sacrifice their at-hat to
move the runner along would
start thinking about their
paychecks and might ignore
the sign given by the third base
coach. A manager may be
hesitant to take a pitcher out
who is getting hit hard because
the pitcher may need to go
another ironing to get creditfor
a victory.
A baseball fan could come up

with many more examples
where a conOict between a
player's paycheck and the
team's success would arise.
It is not the players fault that
salaries bave gotten out of
hand. If the owners continue to
reward one-year flashes who
return to mediocrity for the
rest of their careers, it is their
own fault. The owners should
not be allowed to tamper w,th
the formula of the national
pastime just because they
cannot manage
their
pockethooks. David L.
Miller, freshman. journalism.

Smoking story headline misleads
I think the D.E . should have
more r""ponsibility to the
public than to print an article
entitled " C,garettes may
reduce cancer risk. "
As an ex-smoker and one
who has been personally
touched by the effects of
cigarette smoking, I found the

headline misleading. A smoker
may not read the contents of
the article, and, based on the
headline, feel a false sense of
security in cigarette smoking.

The point is smoking greatly
increases the risk of lung
cancer. Why temper it with an
article stating that cigarette
smoking reduces the risk in
endometrial cancpr? Why
print the article at aU? Kathy Harasim(.wicz. c..r·
bond.le.

So what if postmenopausal
women smokers have a lower
risk of endometrial cancer'~

Irresponsible walking causes problems
If there is one thing that is
not needed to go along with the
everyday struggles of school,
studying and trying to keep
oneself fed. it's a lot of inconsiderate, self-centered
people walking around
campus.

walk on the sidewalk in either
direction without running into
each other. You're not the only
student on campus. Give your
associates some consideration.

Contrary to IIOIIU1ar belie!,
when walking alorig a crowded
sidewalk you are always
supposed to walk on the righthand side. When executed
correctly, tIns simple practice
allows hundreds of people to

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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Care service
offers elderly
help at home
Imagine the inability to cook . munity Care provides niany of
a meal or vacuum a rug as the them can. she said.
deciding factor for enterir.g a
TEN CARE workers provide
nursing home. It seems trivial.
but that is the reason many the " badly needed and greatly
people do so. says Marcia appreciated" service to the 80
Hogan. Community Care clients currently involved in
the progranl, she said.
supervisor.
Director o! the Division of
"Their children don 't have
the time or the desire to take Human Resources Robert
care of them. so many elderly Stalls, Hogan and several care
are placed in nursing homes." workers and clients believe the
service is more than just a
she said.
But citizens of Jackson maid service.
The employees "put a little
County and the rest of Illinois
life" in the clients. Hogan said.
have an alternative.
The Community Care " The employees have to be
housekeeping service. offered special. and the clients almost
by Carbondale's Division of become like family. "
CHerit Wilma Walls says,
Human Resources, provides
workers to perform routine " It·s a job for them, but they
chores to people age 60 and are also kind and caring."
In addition to cooking and
older and is funded by the
. Illinois Department of Aging. cleaning. the care workers
Similar programs exist take the clients out of their
homes. offer them com·
throughout the state.
paniooship and monitor their
BEATRICE TAYLOR. physical well-being.
program clerical worker, said
STALLS CALLS it a "con·
the clients think "it's the best
nection to the outside world
thing that ever happened."
other
than television." He said
"Nursi!l¥ homes ring a
funny bell In their heads." said that the companionship the
care
workers offer is ' im·
Carrie Mosely. Community
Care worker. "I knew one lady portant because "people tend
to
get
lonesome
in later tife."
who IIIou8ht she was in a
The care workers are low·
hospital and that was fine.
i11COll1e
individuals
trained by
When abe found out it was a
t!le city. T1Iey.ttend meetinp
nursing home, abe got upoet."
otber
week
to repart
The clients are cltoIen 011 a
.nd share positive
need basis iDcludinII pbyaic:al
ppeai.... At the ~.
they .re given informatiOll
a!.out syJDJllGma of common
. !lealth problems so they can
'I don't know
repart them to the clients'
what would do
doctors.
It was apparent at. meeting
without the
with Hogan, Stalls .nd four
service. The
care workers that they enjoy
their work and try to bring
workers are
happiness into the clients'
homes.
very friendly. '
The four care workers
shared slGries of eaperiences
- Gladyse Andelson. client
with their clients, and talked of
their clients' admiration.

2:

I

disabilities and income.
"Some are seen three times
a week .nd some are seen
every day. It depends 011' the
.mount of hell' the clients
need." Hogan said.
Most of these individuals
prefer to stay in their homes.
and with the services Com·

DESCRIBING ONE client,
Mosely said, "When , go on
vacation. abe doesn't want to
take anyone else."
It was obvious that the care
workers also gel attached to
their clients.
''They feel like my grandmotber. or my motber." said

E...... 0fII8 N8 _ _ _ _ c : - I t y

Mosely.
Care worker Mary Harris
said. "Y... just feel \ike they
are )IUt of y.... T1Iey have
c:onf'ldence in y... and . . for

.dvice."

'You just feel
like they are
part of you.
They have
confidence in
you and ask for
advice. '
- Mary HarriS, care worker

Dorothy Attig. M-year-Gd
care worker. says sbe "loves
old peapIe" .nd plans to stay
with the program unW abe.nd
ber busbud retire;
She said one WCIIDIIn called to
tell ber of a death in the
family . '" bad never met him.
but abe had told me about him.

c:... ......................

, think , was the only one she
felt abe could call."
A1thou1b the care wwken
....... toenjoytheirjotla.not.U
of the ~ are easy to work
for.

haIpI....... _

__

iii

1980. when the IDA took
over.
Potential recipienta .re
"",erred by ........ as the
SenIor CI_ Center. or by
1bemoeIves. After the iDIt1a1

"THIS ONE lady was
.haleful, no one could stand ber
eacepl me. But abe Jeamed to
Story by
love me." Mosely said with a
grin. , ' - this program is
here when 1 get old."
•
Another client. Gladyse
Anderson. said, '" don't ~
what , wou1d do without the
service. The workers are very Photos by
friendly."
James Quigg
Client Margaret Robish said,
"My home _ _ too much to
me tQ. be careless and these
people don't shirk • thing. One
worker brought me •
referral. needs are asaeaaI by
newspaper c1iJlDiDll about my the IDA.
...nddauabter~ She didn't
Hogan said that the Division
&-ve to dO that, it was just of Human Resources _DIs to
thoughtful."
eatend the COmmunity Care
The program baa been in program to the rural areas of
eaistani:e for u years. Hogan Jacbon County. '" don't think
said. It waa fuDded by Model tbey .re .w.re of tbe
Cities until it ran out Of money • program," sbe said.
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AIDS: Covers
used to avoid
transmission

C •••el••exlco
,.................. (n-H-U to 12-1-11'

•• a.•••

ticuJarly aware of precautions
against AIDS because they see
a mOre diverse group of people
than does a single practictng
. dentist, says Stephen Budnick.
associate professor of oral
pathology at the Emory
University School of Dentistry,
in a United Press International
wire story.
BUDNICK ALSO s a ys
certain types of oral infection
in otherwISe healthy patients
could be an indicator of the
AIDS virUs, " particularly the
fungal infection known as
'candidiasis' which is strongly
suggestive of an immunological impairment. II
Early symptoms or AIDS not
connected to candidiasis but
possibly I'flCOIInizable through
dental examination include
fevers of unknown origin.
ex~ive fatigue and swolen
Iympb glands.
Jensen says sporacides, and
not " just gauze and alcohol"
are nlcommended by the ADA
for use in cleaning dental tools
and other implements that are
placed direcUy in the patient's
mouth. But evP.II then there is

"Roundtrip airfare from St. Louis
"Delux. _hlront Hotel (Doubl. occupancy)
"Scubo.pockoge ovoilobi.·
"Breakfast I lunch' Doily
Come enioy the ocean, oncient ruins. shopping
• fine dining
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no guarantee of effective
sterilization.
Jensen added steps are also
being taken by tIie Univer-

sity's dental hygiene program
to educate the local community on both AIDS and the
University's efforts to prevent
its transmission.
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4th Floor. Video Lounge
Student Center

GPSC: Divestment called for
assistance. presented the
possibility for challlte when
financial aid policies are
reviewed before Congress in

l.a.

The evaluation resolution,
submitted by Steve Zullo, cites
the recent lou of three full
profeSsors from the Chemistry
and Biochemistry departments as one of its grounds for
an overaIJ evaluation of the
SIU-C administration.

DISCUSSION OF the
resolution brought comments
from representatives of other
departJDents!hat older faculty
members were retiring
without beinc replaced. '''tbis
solves one money ~ but
(".reates another; said Jim
Carucci, representative for the
AnthnJpology Department.

".000

ZEUG

wOCNiy AI....••

G

..... •..............
~PC

AD Shows $1.00

It was decided !hat the tum in more documentation of
wording of the resolution was . tbeir fUl8llcial status in the
too vague, and it was tabled future. be 18id.
A p-aduate student ....t
until it couJd be reworded by
rrogram has also been
an internal committee.
Camile spoke on lome JII'OIIORd by the ACE. but
changes JII'OIIORd to Congress Camille 18id. "liven the
by the American Council on current bucIIel situation, I
think the program wID have a
Education.
According to Camille. the louIb time in CaIIpsa. "
'doe resipatillD of Vice
ACE has proposed raising the
guaranteed student loan President of Graduate ScbDaI
Affairs
MIke Jacoba was
amount from SS.ooo to
annuaUy. and raising the in· allllClWlced at the ..-ling. and
terest rate from nine to 10 nominations for !hat pasitillD
will be taken at the sept. 25
pereent.
..-ling of the GPSC.
MORE DOCVMENTAnON
BRUCE SWINBURNE. vice
will aIIo be required from president for student affairs.
those receiviDg student loans. addressed the council at the
Camille said. A random beIIinniDI of the ..-ling.
sample of those selected for
validation of a loan. possibly 50
Cl('T)C , UI1"I$ITl ~ .
pereent. will be required to
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Marion Penitentiary inmate dies
after sustaining injuries in attack
.MARION , <uP)) An
inmate at the Marion Federal
Penitentiary who suffered
severe head injuries in an
assault inside the prison has
died.
John Clark, executive
assistant to the warden, said
James Rice, 29, 6f washi~ton,
D.C. , died Wednesday ni t at
Deaconess Hospital ,
vansville, Ind.
Rice, who was serving a
four- to 2O-year sentence for
second-degree murder in the
slaying 6f a seven-year-old

child, was attacked by another
inmate Wednesday morning
during a small group
recreation period.
No weapon was used in the
allack that occurred in
Cellhouse F, in the general
population section, Clark said.
He said a suspect was placed
in isolation pending an investigation by the FBI.
Clark said prison staff
members stopped the assault.
The prison was placed on
lockdown, Clark said, but
normal operations were

... .. .
Egypllan DrIVe In

..

.'

resumed Thursday .
Clark said the attack apparenUy had no group or gang

ov:r~' risoner (rom the
District
Columbia, was
transferred to the maximum·
security prison in March 1984
after stabbing an inmate at
another institution.

J

The assault was the most
serious at Marion since the
stabbing death June 6 6f inmate Michael Lorrick, 6f
Washington, D.C.

Art exposition features SIU-C TV celebri~
The Midwest Wildlife Art " Outdoors with Art Reid" p.m., Saturday from 10 a .m. to
Exposition. a nationwide tour program will be featured at 6 p.m. and Sunday from 10
a.m. t04 p.m.
featuring art collections from one of the exhibit booIhs.
"We feel that 'Outdoors With
across the nation. will include
Tickets to Friday's private
the WOl k of a television Art Reid' ties in quite well with showing are $25 per person and
celebrity featured on WSJU-TV this exposition because the $40 for couples . Friday's
when the expos,tion comes to program stresses a respect for tickets may be used for the
the beauty of nature. " Clarke entire weekPnd.
Carbondale Friday.
Carlos Clarke, assistant said.
Tickets for Saturday and
promotions director of WSJUThe showings are scheduled Sunday's public shOWings cost
TV. said excerpts of the for Friday from 7 p.m to 10 $1.50 per person .
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Public broadcasting to get r----------------------------,
III
ROMtn
$1.00
oft n=.::rn- -' I
$2.6 million budget boost
....... &..we

By D.YkI Sheela
Staff Writer

Public radio and television
stations in U1inois will obtain
$2 miDion in state funds and a
$600.000 supplement from
federal CO(fers for broadcast
de velopment under legislation
signed Wednesday by Gov.
James Thompson.
Originally. stations were to
recei ve $5 million plus
equipment funding. but a
Thompson starr member said
the governor out the amount
because of budgetary constraints.
" The last grant we got was
in 1982. but that was dropped
because of the existing state
economic standstill," said
Allan Pizza to. acting director
of the University Broadcast
Service.
The legislation requires 75
percent of the money to go to

television stations. with the
remainder going to radio. A
funding formula determines
the amount of money each
station will receive.
" But we don't know yet
exacUy how much money we
will get because one of the two
bills concerning the funding
still has to go back for
legislative review." said Jane
Fisher. manager of WSIU-FM.
In addition to the funding
plan <House Bill 143 ).
Thompson changed a measure
<House BiD 142) defining which
stations could receive state
help and setting up
representatives from each
qualified station who will be
responsible for handing out the
funds . The legislature will
review the changes when it
convenes for the fall \'~to
session next month.
Both bills were sponsored by

POW.

Gaertner, 64, a former
sergeant in HiUer's famous
Afrika Korps. surrendered
Wednesday to federal
authorities in San Pedro. Calif.
Gaertner had read a
previous hook by Krammer.
" Nazi Prisoners of War in
America." and telephoned the

Correction
Thursday's Daily Egyptian .
incorrecUy stated Graduate
and Professional Council
President Mary Brown's
viewpoint on !be joint appointment of representatives
to committees.
Brown said that !be number
of students represented was
not a fair criterion on which to
base committee appointments.

author one and a-half years

a~?4he" a rafif.'°~dentified
himself as Dennis Whiles and
commented that he had enjoyed reading my book." said
Krammer. " He a lso said that
it was very 3( cura te, admitting that he hac' once been a
German prisoner " f war. This
in itself did not pique my
curiosity, becat.se many
f ormer Germa, POWs

FRIDAY

,13

-52'-1 lit"

Pizzato said his office would
utilize its portion of funding for
p r oducing more local
programming and the purchase of other programs.
" But we'lI have to see what
we get first. The governor has
sent back the legislation in

KEEPSAKES AND MORE

50%0"
CLIARANCI
SALI

:re:fae~"'{:: ~~y:~

more than sure our station will
qualify." be said.

Pizza to. who attended the
signing ceremony. said
Thompson called the
legislation "a noor. not a
ceiling." for future broadcasting development.
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returned to !be United States
after !be war.
"We talked for a long time.
and when I began to close
down the conversation. be
stopped me and said sofUy
:This is a very emotional
moment for me. I escaped
from Camp Deming. N.M.• in
1945. I am !be last fugitive
German prisoner of war. and I
want to come in from !be
cold ... •
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U.S.-escaped German POW surrenders
COLLEGE STATION. Texas
( UP!) - The surrender of the
last escaped German prisoner
of war. Georg Gaertner.
'in the United States began with
a s eemingl y harml e ss
telephone call to a Texas A&M
history professor.
Arnold Krammer 's hook.
" Hitler's Last Soldier in
America ," describes in detail
Georg Gaertner's escape from
a n American prisoner-of-war
camp at Camp Deming. N.M.•
in September 1945 and hi~ ~
year life on the run. Krammer
said Gaertner could face
prosecution as an escaped

...... ~ ......
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............
......
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Rep. Barbara Flynn Currie
<D-Chicagol.
" The funds that we get will
go to boost local service in the
news and public affairs
areas," Fisher said.
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I-SEARCH program adopts
Herrin, Union County units
., Wm. Bryan Dev..her
_Writer

The Carbondalfl City Council
approved a resolution Monday
that will allow the city of
Herrin and Union County to
join the Southern JIIinois
branch of the "llii~ois Stale
Enforceme,lI Agencies to
Recover Children" of I·
SEARI.'H unit.

Cinema students
schedule series
of free fall films
CilH!J!lllthique. the Cinema
and Photography Student's
Organization. will begin their
faIT film series Friday with a
showing of "Bonnie and
Clyde."
The film will be shown at 3
p.m. in the Morris Library
Auditorium.

The unit is a cooperative
between the Illinois Department of Law Enforcement and
local governments within the
stale aimed at recovering
missing children.
The resoIutioo allows Herrin
and Union County to become
active member;; in the
program. 0Ih<lr members in
the Southern Illinois system
are the the cities of Carbondale. Murphysboro and
Ava and Jackson County.
According to Carbondale
Police Chief Ed Hogan. the
program will provide a
statewide network for locating
missing children.
"1I's basically a central
cleadng house for information." Hogan said. He
said Carbondale will serve as
the central base for the
Southern Illinois I-SEARCH
unit.
.
The unit will also provide

FiIms will be shown there
everY Friday.
Hitchcock films wiil be
featured this semester.
"Manxman " "Murder" "39
Steps ...• "Shadow of a Doubt"
and "The Lady Vanishes" are
scheduled.
The Francois Truffaut
classic "The 400 Blows " will
also IN! shown. as will' three
Gennan expressionist films.
"Nosferatu.· "Repulsion"
and " Golem."
Some student films will be
shown before the regular
features. Madison said. "II lets
I""'!?le see what we are doing
,n the cinema department,"
she said.

training programs and
distribute material that
provides guidelines for
children when dealing with
strangers and casual
aquaintanc:es. _Oy prime
suspects in child abduction

cases.

Hogan said that the program
has been implemeated in
Southern Illinois. but slalislics
regarding the number of abductions and recoveries in the
area are just now being
compiled.
"We just recenUy initiated
the program." Hogan said.
"However. we don't know how
successful the program has
been. because we do not have
thestalislicsyet."
Hogan said. " The program
only deals with missing
children right now ; however
we may expand the program
at a tater dale to include finding missing adults."
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Humane SOCiety

5-7
.tOe Drafts
9Se Speedrails

to sponsor show

for area mutts
The Humane Society of
Southern Illinois will preIII!IIt
an "AU-Ameriean Mutt Sbow"
and frisbee contest on
Saturday at 10 a .m . at
Evergreen Park.
AU who have a dog may
enter. Any dog may comJll!Ie.
regardless of breed, pedigree
or professional training.
Entry blanks for the ~how
are available at the HUDlane
Shelter on new Rt. 13. west of
Carbondale. or lhey may be
picked up one:haIf hour before
show time.

(I-Way A1oo ........IabIe)

JONIOHI&IAJUlDAY

THE STUDENT TRANSIT

DRBLOGIE
:~

TICKET SALES OFFICE LOCATED AT
715 S............'Y Awe.
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1 Storm

5_
9_.111s
14 Arrow polson
15JOI18 - Oakley
17 Of 'he earth
18 Form
20 MIdget
22 Souls
23Undort...
24 Table part
25 c.ptlon
28 c.nlne
27 Cutttva.e
28 Farm animal
31 Very cleat
34 c.tWId gom

35San1a36 PretenUous
37 - for: tended
38AJakan isie

39ModemIs1

Today's
Puzzle

41~lch

42 Dress up in
43 Summer coolers
44 Young one
45 Long-plumed

bird

S3G.rment.
55 Emilting many
coIorw

57 Afrk*'a monkey
58 Lofty 0 _

The Legend of Billie Jean .
(Varsity, PG 13) Helen Slater
plays a rebellious teenage girl.
.. ani

I
30 WhiHier heroine
31 Music group
32 Mountain: pref.
33 C.amlcs
34 InMrt mark

63'ThriUed

.

2 Close by
3 Farinaceous
411oo1y

37A_y
38 _ _••

5 More piquant

40 Zoroastrians
41 Melody
44 Prid<1e
46 Cold

...-

6 Onward
7 PalpHa••
8 FamHygai
9 French town

47 Aippe<
48 TOIOIHy
51 Minimum

Teen Wolf . (Saluki, PG)
Michael J . Fox plays a hoy
who turns into a werewolf.

Puzzle answers
are on Page 25.

1 Direction

40 Sep.wa.es

Rambo Part .. . (Saluki, R)
Sylvester Stanone is back on a
covert mission to rescue MIA IS
from Vietnam.

47 Uttlmat.
48 GotKlfve
49_1"11
SO "To uy 1he -"
51 Young animal

10 Prior to
11 Tlc:I< oil
12 " Rio -"
13 Watches
19S11adowed
21 Premtum

59 V _

25&..

6OExpIoHs
81 EngIiIII city
82 Hay _'Hy

29 Pot entry

52 Fencer's blade
53 Turin money

(Varsity,

10 be Teased
X)

.
Steamy adult

film .

preppy who recklessly joins
the Peace Corps and then ships
orf to Thailand to es~.ape
gangsters who are after him
for a gambling debt.

SI. Elmo's Fire · <University
4, R ) Seven college friends
learn how to deal with life after
graduation.

PiDk FlamiDgoeo • (Varsity,
Divine stars in this
" Exercise in poor taste." Late
night movie.

Pee Wee's Big Adventure .
/University 4, PG ) Pee Wee
Herman goes on a mission to
recover his bicycle. A comedy.

R )

Psydlo II • (Varsity, R)
Anthony Perkins stars in the
sequel to Alfred Hitchcock's
Psycho. Late night movie.

Creator · (Varsity, Fri. 7:00
only>.
Volaateen . (Varsity, R)
Tom Hanks plays a wealthy

~.

with him.

The Sluff· <university 4, R )
Living bacteria destroys
everything it toocbes.
Eyes of Fire· <University 4,
A group or puritans travel
intu the American wilderness
and attempt to settle ·in a
vaney occupied by an Indian
evilspirit.

Back 10' the Fa""" . (Fox
Eastgate, PG 13). Michael J .
Fox goes back in time tu wben
his parents attended high
school, only to have his mother
(Lea Thompson) fan in love

R)

. --"til

,....--~

54 Down Under
bird.
56 Corn unit

2851<_
27 DaoMrt.

--

P••,IIe_........... D,.,.,.....n
Good food. hot jazz and the University Mall go hand-in-hand this Sunday afternoon. Enjoy the music provided by
Paul McRoy and the Dixielanders starling
at 1:30pm

•
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We Bay.
a Trade
New & Used recorels
Videos

a
110"
M_rII" price
on a," _I.,..,
S29-46U

c-:.-.:=~

A Contemporary market
for
Coffee. imported chocolates
notecards. stationery· aift wraps
imported soups. p\>tpourri
jewelry. cloth inc
handcrafted pottery· ruas
furnishinas. li.... inl
cookwAre. dinnerware
plants
Kaleidoscope offers aood desiln in combination of
beauty and funclion presented in a relaxed
atmoSphere for a pleasant shoppin. experience.
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Miller. Ute .
_Drafts
2.25 Pitchers
lo.cobrau Dark
_Drafts
2.50 Pitchen

804 Speedrails
_Sealra~s7

_

Jack Daniels

Special of the IMIIth:

Stoli Vodka 904

·········O·;.;·SPfC;"A"i.·ALL·OA·Y&·N;CH·j-·SATU"R·DA·y·..·••· ..•••....
C1~UE.'U1U
80C
...................•
:::::::r........... "iI........................................
.
ON SP.EClAl12 NOON - BPM SUNDA Y
Rum II Coke, Gin II Tonic, Bloody Marys, sCrew4kiwen

Pitchers $3.25
.
sPEcii\L·AiTDA·Y'&"Nic·jjn·UN·OAy······ .. ···•
~
Drafts
INi
$2.25 Pitchers $3.25...... a
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Student's Letterman trick
gets notice of talent scout

friliay Special
Your choice of
toppings

By Cathertne Edman
SlUdent Wr1tOf

When Tom Von Bokel agreed
to appear on the " Late Night
with David Letterman" show,
he didn't expect to receive a
letter from a HoUywood talent
agent.
It wasn't the only surprise he
received.
Von Bokel, a 21-year-old
SIU-C senior in industrial
engineering, appeared on the
Aug. 21 " Stupid Human
Tricks " segment of the
" Letterman" show to display
histalent. . .
He guzzled an entire pitcher
or iced tea without the use or
his hands.
.
Afterward, Von Bokel said
several or the "Letterman"
staff told him he had a pretty
good chance or heing picked up
by someone to do commercials.
Charlie Bogdan, an agent for
a production company in
Hollywood, was impressed
enough with the feat to send
Von Hokel" lettcr.
_ " I've met a lot or actors and
actresses " Bogdan said "but
you are 1IOt. "
'
Bogdan told Von Bokel to
stop by if he were ever in
California . He would like to see
the feat periornled at the
Hardrock Ca fe in Los Angeles.
Surprises like this began
after Von Bokel agreed to
represent his fraternity. Alpha
Tau Omega, at .-,e Recreation
Center-sponsored "Stupid
Human Tricks" contest last
February.
Although he only won third
place, it seems he came out
ahead in the end . A videotape
of Von Bokel guzzling a pitcher
of beer t lwas sent to the " Letterman show. and it was
impressive enough for the
show to offer Von Bokel an
appearance. three days in New
York with a friend and $500.
Von Hoke! was infonned that
the " Letterman" show would
provide for hotel ac comodations . Nonetheless,
Von Bokel said he and .his
friend Robert Daugherty were
surprised when they received
a key to $22O-a-night room at
the Berkshire Place hotel.
" It was wild," Von Hoke!
said. "When we came back
. from taping the show Wed~ afternoon, there was a

~ a ==u::e~,:

thetabJe."
He said he was also surprised when a maid came in
the room in the mornings to
close the shades and supply
them with a complimentary
copy of the Wall Street

Journal.
Although otber college
students appeared 011 the show
with him, Von Hokel said that
SIU-C was the only university
represented that Letterman
commented favorably about.
"When I fint came out,
David said 'SIU-C, home 01 the
Salukis, an Egyptian racing
dog,''' he said.
Instead or cbuain& his IIS1I8I
picher full 01 beer, Von Bokel
was asked to use iced tea as a
substitute.
" I was just lookiD' fer the
bottom 01 that pitcher. just
bopin' it was gonna go down,"
Von Bokel said. ''Tbat'. all I
concentrated on, I didn't know
anything else."
Even with the pressure 01
being on Il8tiOll8f IeIevIsion,
Von Bokel said he bad DO real
problem accomp!ishing his
"stupid burna" trick."
"It didn't bit me " he said
"I wasn' t ~ unW i
walked oIf and I Wl!& just like
'Wow, I W8P. just on Il8tiOll8I

•
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Tom Von _et, _lor In Indu......1
clluga a pItc.... aI
... wll'-l u" aI hands. HI. ".tupld hu_n irick" .. _
him on
lJI.. Nighl with Dawlcl L _ n.

TV on the David Letterman
show."
Von Bokel said that althour.h
his appearance might have
made the SIU-C party image
stronger in some miDds, it was
not his intention to do so.
" I haven't had any negative
reactions that I just IdIIed all
chances 01 cutting down on
Carbondale's party image," he
said.
One place Von lIokel said his
appearance on the show did
not go unnoticed was his
hometown or Belleville.

" Belleville is a big drinkiDg
town, a good German town,"
he said. " It went over real
well. They even showed a
video of it at myoid high
school. "
Before receiviDg a letter
from a Hollywood agent, Von
Hokel said he had negative
feelings about fame.
" A lot 01 people stop me and
ask if I was the guy they saw
on 'Letterman,''' he said. " It's
scary. I'd like to kiDda just
hide like I used to...
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Police apply new breath alcohol te~t method
By JUS'IUS W.tllersby Jr.
StaHWriter

Editors nole : This is Ihe fourth
and final article in a series
concerning drunken driviag .

and medically prescribe;!
drugs that may impair driving
ability.
OdUm said if a person
suspected of driving under the
influence of alcohol had
received a J11 percent reading
from the breath test, drug use
would be suspected. A sample
of blood and urine may then be
requested, he said.
Dlinois law prescribes that
any person who drives a motor
vehicle on the public highways
has given consent to submit to
a lawful chemical test, or tests
of breath, blood or urine.
Refusal·to take any of the tests
for a first offense may result in
the suspension of a driver's
license up to six mon"'.s. A 12month suspension can be
administered for II second
offense.

Carbondale police have
installed a new breath testing
instrument for measuring the
percentage of alcohol in the
blood of motorists suspected of
drunken driving.
Steve Odum, Carbondale '
police trainiDg officer, said the
department had used a
Breathalyzer Model No. 1000
breath testing instrument for
13 years before replacing it
with a $6,000 Intoxilyzer Model
No. 5000.
" It was about time for a
change," Odum said, because
the Br eathalyzer " kept
breaking down."
SUSPENSIONS MUST be,
He said the Intoxilyzer is
" micro.electrically
com· approved in court. Standards
puterized, " and " it's an im· set by the Department of
prcvement over the old Public Health prescribes that
machine ."
It's
a only a physiciAn or registered
technologicaUy
advanced nurse may withdraw blood.
instrument, he said.
Odum said any instrument
may be subject to human and
ILLINOIS LAW prescribes technical errors but the J'n.
that a .10 percent level of toxilyzer' s operation is
alcohol ia a motorist's blood is completely internal and
enough to significanUy impair cannot be manipulated by its
the ability to operate a motor operator. That characteristic
vehicle. The law on driving of
the
instrument
under the influence (DUI) also significantly lowers tbe
encom""sses illegal drug use possibility of human error,
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Odumsaid.· the Intoxllyzer, minister the DUl breath test.

Breathalyzer and the Verifyer
"are generaUy the oues you'U

fmel in any agency in Illinois."
He said the illinois ~_
ment of Public HealtfJ is
required to evaluate the IntoxIIyzer. Fourleen officers
have been certified to ad-

AFTER THE operator
prepareo the InsJrument for a
taf; a fCll'lll is inserted into the
instrument'. recordina unit.
'I1Ie suspect is ihen in·
structed to blow into a
sterilized mouthpiece. Tbe

initial burst of air is
automaticaUyPJqJeUed by the
instrument, Odum said.
'I1Ie Intoxilyzer examines
deep-Iung air which is where
carbon dioxide in the blood is
exchanged for fresh oxygen.
A reading is printed on the
inserted form.
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Lawyer urges judge to let.
AIDS victim attend school
NEW YORK CUPI ) - An
AIDS-stricken 7-year-old girl

whose presence in class

touched off mass parent
protests and a school boycott
by thousands of students is a
"wonderful kid who just wants
to go to school," her lawyer
said Thursday.
Two school boards asked the
court to bar the child from
attending class with fellow
second-graders because she
was born with acquired immune deficiency syndrome,
but her lawyer. David
Ellenhorn, urged Judge
Harold Hyman to allow the girl
to remain in class.
ELLENHORN ARGVED
that she would he "branded as
some kind of pariah if the
plaintiffs were to succeed" in
ousting her from her
classroom in the borough of
Queens.

Hyman took the case under
advisement after daylong
testimony and gave no indication when he would issue a
decision.
Meanwhile, a Brooklyn
school boa rd mem ber
demanded the indictment of
Schools Chancellor Nathan
Quinones for "endangering the
lives" of children in the
nation's largest school system.
PARENTS IN Queens
continued a boycott of classes,
keeping some 10,000 children
out of schools for the fourth

straight .Wiy because city workers.
school offlCJ81s have admitted
The controversy reached
the AIDS-afflicted child. The
boycott seemed to have grown such a pitch ThursWiy that
Brook
lyn school board
somewhat from WednesWly.
member Walter Johnlon
OUtside the state Supreme called for an indictment of
Courthouse in Queens , Quinones. "He enw.'!IIered the
Ellenborn said families op- lives of the students,' Johnson
po5ing the child's admission said. "He should be indicted."
were guilty of " excessive zeal.
Johnson complained that
This child has been happily
engaged in education without Quinooes should have notified
adverse effects. He or she is a parents that Donald Baldwin,
wonderful kid and justs wants the former food-services
supervisor at a Brooklyn
to he in school."
junior high scbooI, had AIDS.
HYMAN EARLIER had Baldwin requested a medical
identified the student as a. girl, leave of absence in February
but her name was not and died five months later.
rp.vealed. Officials have
JOHNSON SAID Baldwin
refused to disclose which
worked while he was in a
school she attends.
A doctor testified on behalf " deteriorated condition. He
of the parents, saying an AIDS- had sores on his body."
He demanded the board
afflicted child in school did
provide free blood tests to
pose a Winger to others.
some &00 students and emThe admission of the child to ployees at the school. ScbooI
class has set off a citywide board members also urged the
AIDS scare in public scbool. city to screen scbooI emThe furor was fueled Wed- ployees to determine if they
nesw.y by the disclosure that have AIDS.
five scbooI employees were on
medical leave because they
There is no screening system
have contracted AIDS. Three to determine whether emother employees have died ployees have the disease and
from the deadly disease.
officials said they have no
plans to institute one. But
AMONG mE eight scbooI Quinooes insisted that neitlier
workers were several teachers the employees nor the 7-yearand a food-service employee. 'old girl afmeted with AIDS
An additional three workers .pose any Winger to the 964,000
also may have AIDS. The students in the 913 public
school system has 100,000 schools.
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Former ag dean recollects
University life during '40s

' ••DAY SPlDAL
~,F1y&""DIiJIIc

12.••

By Norm HeIII_
SlalfWriler

Introducing

When Dr. William Doerr
first came to SIU-<:, students
were not aUowed to smoke on
campus, the University farms
were located beside the
footbaU stadium and nearly
everyone spent their weekends
at home.
Doerr, who retired Sept. I as
associate dean of the SchonI of
Agriculture, said many
changes have taken place
since 1941 , when at age 16 he
began work on a hachelor's
degree at then Southern
Illinois Normal University.
The School of Agriculture
has changed from an entirely
male institution to include
ahout 30 percent of its number
as women.
The origin of agriculture
students has also changed.
What was once a program
comprised of students raised
on the farm is now Mly 25
percent farm-reared . The
balance comes from towns and
cities.
QOERR BEGAN work on his
first degree just before World
War II began but served time
in the military. He then
returned to farm with his
father near Elkville, 18 miles
north of Carbondale.
After his father sold the
farm to a coal company, he
enrolled again at SIU-<: to earn
credits that would enable him
to
teach
vocational
a.sriculture.
Doerr taught vocational
agriculture in _Raymond,
just south of Springfield, for 13
years, during which time he
earned a master's degree in
animal science from the U of I.
While teaching, .9oerr was
asked to return to SIU-<: t6
head the then University
Farms and University Test
Farms , which are now
collectively known as
University Farms.
IN t910, Doerr traveled to
Santa Maria, Brazil to help
establish an agricultural
program at a university.
While in Santa Maria, Doerr
was asked to fill the position of
assistant dean at SIU-<:. Over
the years, Doerr said much
has changed on campus. One
of the most obvious changes
has been the origin of the
student population. Prior to
World War II, most were local,
coming from south of Interstate 70, Doerr said.
"The student population
changed after the war with a
great influx of VetersllS," he
said . "Veterans baving
alreadY been displaced from
their homes - the)' had no
problem in gOIng tbe
distance."
ANO'I1fER REASON that
students bepn coming to SIUC from farther away, he said,
was because the eoUece's
status was changed to a
universitY.
When he was working 011 a
bachelor'. degree, most
students didn't spend their
weekends 011 campus, said
Doerr, a father of three.
"Tbill was a suitcase coUege
at the time" Doerr remembered. "OIl 'Friday aftemoon
the highway ""ould be IiDed
with people hitcbhikinl! home,
and that' s whal. I
to do.
That was fairly typical."
Cigarette ImGlting wasn't
allowed on campus. "At the
main gate to thec:ampus. there
was a butt can," Doerr explained. "When you ~
thouIb the gate you
to
throw your cigarette iIIto the
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can."
IN BETWEEN classes, it
was popular to go 'off campus
to smoke, drink Coca Cola and
listen to the jukebox in an
adjoining shop.
The decision to retire was
difficult, the 6O-year-<lld man

said ,

but

circumstances

pointed him in that direction.
" It ' s something . that
everyone would approach with
mixed emotions," he said.
" It's been .a very pleasant
position to hold . Tbe
assocIation with students has
been very rewarding, but there
are other things to look forward to like family and
gralJl!clJildren.

DOERR'S POSITION will be
fiDed by Donald M. Elkins, a
professor of plant and soil
science at SIU-<:.
Doerr said if given the
chance to relive his
professional life, he would
change nothing.
"I di:ln't plan a one of those
jobs," he reme/Dbered. "The
only job I ever asked for was a
reassignment from the
University Farms to a
teaching job."
He was the recipient of
several awards at SIU-<:.
Doerr received the Faculty
Service Award for the School
of Agriculture in 1980. He was
also given the Outstanding
Service to Students award by
the Student Affairs Commitee.
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Trustees approve larger budget
I, P.ule luellner
SIaHWriIer

Messinger of the departWASHINGTON <uP!) ment's post secondary
Compulsory registration for
'.he draft has been such "a education offk".
success story" the goverMessinger said the
nment will not require
Education Departiiic~tts
universities and colleges to
two samplings found 98
verify the federal financial
percent had registered :And
aid statements of students
sampling errors could mean
this year, officials said
more had done so.
Thursday.
So, Messinger said, a
" Registration is a success
student seeking iederal
story, " said Joan Lamb of
financial aid will only have
the Selective Service
to sign a statement eonSystem . "Almost 14.9
firming he has registered,
million have registered
relie "i ng
university
since July 1980. Compliance
authorities of obt1lining the
has been 99 percent of the
draft board letter. The
draft-eligible men."
system will be the ... me as
With that in mind and
currently in effect.
based on its own surveys,
the
Department
of
" The Solomon AmendEduca tion has decided to
ment (sponsored by Rep.
drop a requirement from
Gerald Solomon, R-NY)
the federal student aid
helped us," acknowledged
program tha t had been
Selective Service's Lamb.
troubling
overworked
"Registratioo is not part of
school administrators.
the corpurate consciousness
Under the terms of L..e
of 18-year-<llds," she said,
1982 " Solom<ln Amend- . " but somethi", like this
ment " linking draft
gets their attentIon."
registration and student
aid, schools beginning this
Lamb said the names of
year were required to have
the one percent who do not
each aid student produce
register are sent to the
letters from Selective
Justice Department for
Service acknowledging they
possible prosecution.
had signed up.
Aware of the prospect of
For those students who fib
ahout registering on their
adminstrative
work
problems, the department
financial aid statements,
conducted two samplings
the spokeswomen said,
and found "an ex periodic reviews are made
traordinary level of comand liars, too, are liable for
pliance." said Sharon
prosecution.

The SIU Board of Trustees
has aJlP'"O!ed $218.9 miDion in
operallng budget requests for

fiscal year 1987.
The spending plan, approved
at the board meeting Thursday, calls for $155.2 million
for SIU-C, $61.9 million for
SIU-E and $1.8 miDion for the
operation of the SIU System
office. The requests tola; "hout
$29 miDion more than t!tis
ye.1r's b '1Iel.
THE TRUSTEES also accepted an internal operating
budget of $310,409.979 for fiscal
year 1986. an increase 01 $23.8
miDion over fiscal 1985. A~

- ..

propriations from the state
Supply $199.7 millil.'ll with the
rest coming from Universitygenerated income and grants.

The two requests will ~
submitted to the Illinois Board
of Higher Education in October for approval.

Capital . budget priOrities
totalling $34.9 miDion.iII "more
than " wish list." said Ivan A.
Elliott Jr., board fiDBnce

ALSO SOUGH'r in budget
requests:

committee chairman, 01 the
project Iistinp from the SlUe, SIU-E and School of
Medicine campusell_
THE FIRST priority on the
list is money for the planning
of an SIU-E art and design
building. Second is a $1.38
million
second-phase
remodeling project of Pulliam
Hall.

-~
co_

-$3.1 million for repair and
renovation work that would be
funded by the "Build Illinois"
proIJ"am ;
- $6 million for SIU-C's
Small Business Incubator
Building, in which small
businesses couJd rent space for
product development; and
- $3.5 miDion to fina:nce
~n~~ expanded pt'Ilgrams

.11 & lite's ~isb Nd

i. Thursday thru Soturday
(9:00-1 :30)

Pets and Supplies of all Kinds
Mon-Sot 10-6pm
618-549-7211
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Fire chief says false alarms
are dangerous and costly
By Jim McBrtde
Staff 'Nriter

Carbondale Fire Chief
Charles McCaughan doesn't
llile fat"" alarms.
Each time the fire department responds to a fu-e call the
cost to ihe city runs around
$600, McCaughan said. Most 01
the fire department's fa~
alann calls are the result 01
faulty fire detection systems,

sensitive smoke alarms, or
'alarms set olf by mistake, he
said.
MCCAUGHAN ESTIMATES
about 15 percent 01 calls to the
department are malicious
false alarms. Although he says
the figure is lower than in
years past, each malicious
false alarm call that the
department . receives places
firefighters and citizens in
unnecessary danger.
MCCAUGHAN SAYS each
time hi. department responds
to a caU there is the possibility
of a collision with another
vehicle or the possibility that
residents 01 the building where
the alarm is set olf may injure
themselves or other residents
while evacuating the building.
PLACING A malicious false
alarm call "is a very
danges-ous thing to do," McCaughan said "It's a pretty
expensive way to have fun ....
Penalties for malicious false

fire alarm calls are severe, children what to do in case 01 a
according to McCaughan. He fire and how to prevent fires in
cited one case in which an their homes.
individual convicted 01 placing
a false alarm call received a
THE DEPARTMENT also
two-year prison sentence.
offers an in-home fire
prevention inspection service.
THE CITY'S fire department employs 32 full-time
firefighters working three
'£fudal C1/;anf... to alt t/;~ foltowin9 fo~ t/;~i~ 9£nnous
shifts. Firefighters are on call
24 bours a day and receive 48
t!onhi&utions and
bours off for every 24-bour
shift that they work.
cMat.in9 t/;is YEa'!.'5 £<T~nt t/;£ most sut!t!£uful of all.

ell

TRAINING FOR fu-efighters
involves three to four months
01 in-house instruction, McCaughan said. Firefighters are
sent to the University 01
Illinois in Champaign to
receive instruction m the use
01 ropes, knots, hoses; pumps,
ladders and fire SuppressIon
techniques.
F1REFlGII'CERS MUST
also pass. .. state-required
class-two written certification
test within one year after
beginning the training before
participating in an actual fu-e

run.
MCCAUGHAN SAID that
one of the programs his
department offers to the
community is a fu-e prevention
program aimed at mstructing
cbildren on the dangers Of
fU'e5. Firefighters travel to
area schoof. and present
demonstrations teaching

1101 W. Main 457-nll
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Wa~Mart

B&L Photo
Home Samplers
Cristaudo's
Country Fair
Tres Hombres
Pick's Electronics

Elyptian Sports Center
Bike Surleon
Phoenix Cycle
Shawnee Trails
Wendys

Designer Warehouse

China House

Hair Brains

Fouv's
Quatro's
Plaz a Records

Hair Performers
lackson's ChicalO
Style Hot Dogs

Kannel Korn
Burt's Sandwich Shop
Record Exchange

SEARS

La Roma's Pizza

Wuxtry
Kaleidoscope
Taco Bell
Swiss Colony
Baskin Robbins
Record 8ar

I ij i :0

Coach Dorr and the Football Captains
Student Center Staff & Personnel
Mike Hanes and the Marching Salukis
SIU Cheerleaders and SIU Shakers
All SPC Committee Members
Kate Petersen, Jim Thur
UPO/SPC Secretaries
UPOStaff
And Many Others

THE STUDENT ~l' 
viromental Center. Students
for Pollution Conlrol. and the
SIU-C Green Party win have
Lake Kinkaid Spillway c1ean-

~~!':~~·1r~=1~=~

Siudent Center to car pool to
the spillway_ Drivers sbould
can Joe at 549-7132.
CINEMA.. Photography
Student Organization will show
" Bonnie .. Clyde" at 3 p.m.
Friday at Morris Library
Auditorium. Admissioll is free.
THE CHINESE Student
Association will show a
Chinese movie at 2 p.m.
Saturd.y at Student Center
fourth Ooor video lounge.
Membe1'S admitted free. non·
member. fifty·amts.
"PROTEIN EVOLUTION in
the De ep South : The
Relationships or the Australian
Tree F!'op." a lecture by Dr.
Mark Hutchinson. will be
presented at 9.a .m. Monday in
Life SeieIIce 11430.
A BENEFIT dinner for
Central America will be ~Id
at 6 p.m. Sunday at SI. Andrews Episcopal Church. 400
W. Mill. Guest speaker will be
Mary Dutcher. Cost is $3.
children are free.

SOPHOMORE AND junior

science majors may make

spring adv isement appointments Friday lU Neckers

DELTA SIGMA Theta
Sorority. Inc. will have informal rush from 3 to 5 p.m.
Saturday at 618 S. Logan.
BBT PRODUCTIONS win
have open auditions for live
female foles for film
productions (rom 3 to 5 p.m.
Friday and Saturday at
Cinema and Photography
soundstage. Comm. 1101. CaD
457-4465 or 453-23115 (or nile
requirements.

Historical Society's mU&eUm
will have special hours in
addition to regular hours f«
the Apple Festival: 10 a .m.
until para"" time Saturday
and 2-4 p.m. Sunday. The
society will also Dave a book
sale.

County

come and enjoy our
BEER GARDA
Friday's Beer'Garden
Speelal:
Myers's Rum $1.00
Heineken Light $1.25

160A.

"INCREASE YOUR Con·
fidence and Self Esteem"
workshop wiJI be from 11 a .m.
to noon Friday in Woody Hall
B·I42.

Sa
Saturday, September 14
6:00 p.m.

at the University of Illinois, Champaign
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POWER

Lakeshore pOlitics threaten
to stall Rend Lake marinas
By Onld SIIMb
Staff Writer

Gov. Thompson has already
penned his name to a bill
earmarking $2.75 million for
constructioo of two marinas on
Rend Lake, but politics 00 the
lake's s hore could stall
completioo of the projects.
The legislation, spoosored
by Rep . Jim Rea , DChristopher, was signed by
Thompson on Sept. 4. It wiD
provide mooey throu,h [,',e
state's Capital Development
Board for the completion of a
sailboat marina at the south
end of the lake, within Wayne
Fitzgerald Stale Park, and a
powerboat marina at the north
end. A powerboat marina
already exISts at the south end.
where HiKbway 154 meets the
waler's edge.
"THESE IMPnOVEMENTS
wiD make Rend Lake one of
the premier boating lakes in
Southern Illinois," Rea said, in

a

news

release

from

Springfield. " Further, it will
proviile much needed construction and long-term tourist
jobs."
But Clyde Wilkes, St. Louis
district officer for the U. S.
Corps 01' Engineers. does not
share tbe same optimism.
Referring to a feasibility
survey conducted by Harland,
Bartholomew and Associates
earlier this year. Wilkes said,
" There is not enough business
at this time to keep two
powerboat marinas up as
profitable ventures."
Wilkes said the survey was,
" baSically negative to the idea
of another marina." .
LARRY
KENNEDY,
regional landscape architect
for the Illinois l>epartmeut of
Conservation. said, " There is
an element of competitioo
here."
He said the operation of the
new powerboat marina would
be a cooperative effort between the Corps, the DOC and
the Rend Lake Conser<'ancy, a
semi-public organizatioo that
operates a water purification
plant in the park, as well as a
golf course and adjoining club
house near the lake.
"Tbe new marina would be

Correction
1bursday's DaOy Egyptian
incorrectly stated the increase
in University housiIIC COlts.
Bruce Swinburne, vice
president for student affairs
said the CGBt of 6vin1 ill oncampus bousiJI& could 10 up as
IIIIICb as 5 pereent for the la-

mscbooI year.
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in direct competition with the . proposed sailboat marina.
facility the Corps has at the Wilkes said the norih marina is
south end," Kennedy said.
slated for constructioo in Rend
Rea said the north marina Lake'. North Harbor, but
will include both open and neither he nor Kennedy could
covered slips for motor boats be sure if the sailboat versioo
plus a restaurant and a would be built as an addition to
comprehensive marina ser- or mdependent of the south
"ice area . The south shore marina.
sailboat marina will provide
"It should be someplace
for an enlarged boat launchiDi near, but I'm not sure and
area with a hoist that can neither is anyone else," Wilkes
facilitate rapid loading and said.
unloading of boats.
" I haven't the sli",test idea
where it will be,' Kennedy
GEORGE ICE, Rend Lake said.
site superintendent, said the
basin for both marinas were
"THIS
LEGISLATION
dredged out 12 years ago when
the lake was first formed and provides the level of funding
need
to
achieve
the goal of
we
sewer and electrical lines were
installed. But cuts in la~e making Rend Lake and
Southern
JUinois
a tourist
development funds postponed
mecca for people from
further marina development.
Cl.icago, st. Louis and other
'The state legislature " could parts of tbe counlry," Rea
only manage enough for the saId.
one marina that's there now.
"I want to get peOple in
All that has to be done for the
new ones is to build the Illinois to use these proposed
buildings that the con- modem facilities instead of
cessionaires will lISe for tourist going to Land Between the
Lakes in Kentucky." Kennedy
business," Ice sa·.d.
said.
The Corps handles the
maintenance matters for the
south marina. with the Conservancy serving as the

~

MARION
......... Ul.

MY. VERNON

=-- MURPHYS8ORO

CHfinERBOX
1017 N. 14

Hours:
3pm·2am

Murphysboro

687-9595
We're whot the chaff.,. Is all about

concession proprietor, or
maintenance assistant and
business manager which is
obligated to return a portion of
the marina's profits to the
state.
KENNEDY SAID that the
Corps and the Conservancy
are worried that the north
marina would divert a good
portion of their business.
" But our obligatioo is to the
future concessionaire and
Wayne Fitzgerald Stale Pari<,
nat In the Corps," Kennedy
said. "We plan to 10 00 with
building the north marina, but
we wUl still need a permit to
get the construction started at
the sailboat harbor approved
by tlieCorps."
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"....,.,,...
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includes choice of 50Up
or salad, potato,
and complimentary
fruit cobbler.

Kennedy added that he was
nat certain if the Corps would

cause trouble with getting the
permit.
SOME CONFUSION exists
as to the locatioo of the
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Prof to speak about journalism education
The director of the
University 01 Iowa School 01
Joornalism and Mass Communication will deliver the
1985 Howard Rusk Long Honor
Lecture at SIU-C.
Kenneth Starck, who earned
his Ph.D. at SIU-C and taught
in the SIU-C School 01 Joornalism from 1968 to 1971, will
speak on "Education that
Comforts the MOicted and
Afllicts the Comfortable"
Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the

Morris Library Auditorium.
His remarks will deal with
journalism education and its
role in preparing aspiring
journalists.
The annual lecture is
sponsored by the School 01
Journalism in honor 01 Long,
who directed SIU-C's joornalism JII1I!II"8m (rom 1953 to
1973. He retired in 1974.
Starck received his doctorate in journalism at SIU-C
with minors in educational

philosophy and international
affairs. He has served as
joomalism director at Iowa
since 1976 and is a past .
president 01 the Association 01
Education in Joornalism and
Mass Coml!lunication.
He is a former education
editor of the "Memphis
Commercial-Appeal," has
written two books and has
lectUred in Finland, China,
England and Ghana.

~~~~!~~~~~
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Half Price Rib Dinners

........ 'nl and 9/14/15

Full order B-B-Q Ribs
Baked potato or french fries
salad or cole slaw & dinne~ roll
Half order B-B-Q Ribs
Baked potato or french fries
salad or cole slaw & dinner roll
(110 carry-OUlS)

$3.13
$2.50

Open M-f 6-8 Sat 8-8
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And of course. she wouldn't have had to
restrict her feelings to a mere sonnet~
length; either.
.
After all, you can always think of one
more way to tell someone you love them
when you're on the phone. .
Let us count the ways you can save.
Just call weekends till5pm Sundays, or
from llpm to Sam, Sunday through~
and you1l save 6096 off AnJ's Day Rate
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on your state-to-state calls.
Call between 5pm and llpm, Sunday
through ~ and)"OU1lsne 4096 On your
state-to-state calls.

So when )'OU're asIred to c:booae a long
distance 00JIlP8DI c:booae Am: Becanse
with A'OO\ 6096 and 4096 diIcounta, you
can satisfy your beam desin! without
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Rt. BEast
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A1so serving from OIM
10 page menu

Open every day 11:30 am

Starting This Saturday
Putting On The Hits
Compete for a S200 Grand Prize!
To reserve your spot. call
252-5027 or 252-8373
Come enjoy the rhythm of the night.. ..

D.,. McCabes
10 S. Cherry St.
Harrisburl
Jell K_................ In """ne.. "",,,,,11y
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Former volunteer to Nicaragua to speak
Mary Dutcher. a long·term
Witness for Peace volunteer to
Nicaragua and passenger on a
boat
intercepted
by
Nicaraguan Contra rebels. wiD
be the guest speaker at a
benefit dinner sponsored by
the Southern Dlinois Latin
American Solidarity Com·
mittee.
n.e dinner wiD take place at

6 p.m. Sunday in 51. Andrews
Episcopal Church. 400 W. MiD
51. Carbondale. n.e price is $3
per person.
Dutcher spent 18 months
working with Witness for
Peace. She is a resident of 51.
Louis and a former lawyer on
the staff of Anheuser·Busch.
Inc.
Dutcher wiD hold a press

briefing at 7 p.m .• followed by
a brief .presentatiOll of her
views and experiences in
Nicaragua.
Dutcher is conducting a
speaking tour across the U.S.
and will return to Nicaragua in
October.
More information is
available from Sallie
Schramm. 457-4417.

Conditions in EI Salvador 'terrible'
WASffiNGTON <uP!) connectedwithcombal.
n.e human rights situatiOll in n.e 152-pqe report also
EI Salvador "remains cited "a ~ in death
terrible" despite 15 months of squad activit)" and reported
civilian nale. and violationl 173 laJ'ieted --mationl
CGIIIJIIitted bf guerrillas are and ............,.. that it
mounUng algnificantly. a . said wwe tra.-bIe to the
watchdog group reported armed
forces
and
Thunday.
paramilitary I"JUPs 011 the
Americas Watch. in its righl.
eigbth report 011 human rights
Further. the Salvadoran
abuses in the war-torn Central government has yet to
American natiOll. aCCUled that criminally punish any
government of violating the members of the military f!ll"
laws of war and abusing human rights abuses against
human rights not directly Salvadorans. the report said.

! ~~If'

Aryeh Neier. former head of
the American Civil Liberties
Union and vice chairman of
the Americas Watcb committee. said that since 1112 ....... the graap r.... bepn
IIICIIlitoring human f'i&IIIa in EI
Salvador - "at DO time bas it
'-n pouible for .. to assert
that there was a general improvement in human rights:'
"President (Jose Napolean)
Duarte's civilian government
notwithstanding." Neier said.
"the human rights situation in
EI Salvador remains .t errible."
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Lewis Park Mall
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-Complimentary Accomodations for Parents
at the HoUday Inn of Carbondale
- Flowers for Your Parents
-VIP Seats at the SaItiki Football Game
-Meals compliments of the Student Center
-MuchMore

VODKA
750ml SS.4t
1.75 L 1".4t

BIlk!
-Write a lOO-3OO Word Essay on "Why My
Parent{s) should be Parents of the Day"
-Should be typed or neatly handwritten
-Full-time registered SIUC Students Only

Deadline to Enter
-4:30pm. Wednesday, September 18,1985

Submit Entrie8 to:
-Student Programming Coundl, located on
the 3rd Floor of the Studen~ Center
.....
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Prosecutor reveals efforts
of n~o-Nazi conspirators
SEAITLE (uP)) - Mem·
bers of a secret ne<>-Nazi group
seeking to overthrow the
government committed
elaborate robberies, two
murders and counterfeited
money as they sought to
"deliver the peofle from lbe
Jew," a federa prosecutor
said Thursday.
In his tbree-hour opening
statement in the federal
racketeering trial or 11 white
supremacists,
Special
. Assistant U.S. Attorney Robert
Ward described lbe methods or
The Order's members, including their vow to destroy
Jews.
One or tho6e allegedly killed
for lbe cause was Denver radio
talk show host Alan Berg, who
was shot 12 times in August
1984 because he was Jewish
qnd expressed opinions
"contrary to the racist
movement," Ward said.

Ward quoted one memher of
The Order as saying Berg
" went down so fast it was like
someone pulled the rug out
from under him. t1

He said anyone interested in
joining The Order . a violent
group founded by Robert
Mathews - who split from a
more mainstream whitesupremacist group in 1983 was' required to take an "oath
of loyalty."

Mem 'lers would hold hands
and stand in a circle with a
child in the center representing lbe "future or lbe
Aryan race" - and would
recite their oath, Ward told lbe
aU·white jury of nine men and

six women.

.

Lake, Idaho, bit on the head
with a hammer and shot at
close range.
Ward accused the defen·
dants of committing the
crimes while plotting to
overthrow lbe government,
following a pattern described
in a novel "Turner's Diaries ..
written b' William Pierce Or
the rig~t'wing National
Alliance.
Members who participated
in robberies were given
salaries paid through r0b-

The oath included lbe line,
" From this moment on ... I
have a sacred duty to (do I
whatever is necessary to
deliver lbe people from the
Jew," Ward said in U.S.
District Court where the high·
security trial is expected to beries - including the $3.6
milUOIl armored car heist in
last three mOllths.
Defense lawyers urged lbe Ukiab, Calif., be said.
'I1Iose who proved their
jurors to judge the defendants.
only on the evidence, not their loyalty, by reciting a pI....e
and taking overt actions, were
racist beliefs.
"No one is 011 trial for what paid S20,000 a year, Ward said.
Ward said Order members
they said or what they wrote,"
said Brian PlliIlips, defending wanted to buiJd a Ayran
David Lane or Denver. "No community in Metaline FaUs,
one is on trial for their Wash., where Mathews lived.
Mathews died in a fiery
beliefs. "
The defendants are accused shootout with FBI agents on
in the Berg slaying, the Whidbey Island in the Puget
murder of Walter E . West, a Sound near Seattle in
former member suspected of December.
Most of the information
informing, and several robprosecutors have on The Order
beries.
came
from former members
West was killed in 1984 by
fellow Order members who who have cooperated with
feared his drinking could authorities and an informant
cause him to talk about the who aided the investigation
group, Ward said, describing after being arrested last year
how West was taken into a for using counterfeit money to
wOOO';ed area near Hayden buy a lottery ticket.
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Tlste tile fruits of our
Hlrvatat

Farmer-s Market

Your favorite produce:
Apples. Tomatoes.
Peppers. Melons.
Cut flowers

'Star Wars' funding 'folly,' scientists say
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (uP))
- A coalitiOll .or scientists
Thursday announced a
natiOllwide campaign to gel
university researchers to
refuse "Star Wars" fuDdiDg
and boycott aU work related to
tbe controversial defense
project.
Organizers said at least 1,000
researchers from 39 schools
considered Uke\y to conduct
the work had already signed
petitions pIecIginc to participate in the cam'oaip, and
!bey expect to co leet 1,500
names by October.
"Tbis is folly, t cannot
work," M; .ssacbu ;etts In·

stitute or Tecbno\ogy physicist
PhiUip Morrison said or the
Reagan
administration's
Strategic Defense Initiative.
"It is an inoculatiOll against
the )IOB5ibi\e infection or
peace," said Morrison, one or
three scientists who discussed
the campaign at a news COlIfe.-ence at MIT.
Participants promise to
refuse to solicit or a«epl any
or the as biDi... projected for
the JII'I'II'IIm over fiv~ yean or
participate in any "Star Wars"
.--rdI beinII CGIIducted by
their academic: departments.
'I1Ie campaign is belieYed to
be the rust time .--rdIers

have agreed to refrain in
advance from undertaking
work on a specific weapoo
system.
Organizers on campaa
nationwide are collecting
sipalures from profeuon
and graduate students Involved in science and
en~ who could qualify
for fundiDg.
Many or tboee who have
signed the pleqe have
previously done military
researc!a, said Zellman
Warbaft, an a •• ociate
prof_ or mechanical and
aerospace en,ineering .t
Comell University.
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Med School is researching drug
to prevent migraine headaches
By P.ul8 Buck .....
Staff Writer

The SJU School of Medicine
is conducting a study on Lhe
effectiveness and safety of a
drug to help prevent migrane
headaches.
The study explores the use of
calcium channel blockers, a
drug which does not allow for
blood vessels to contract. " It is
this

constriction

which we

think leads to migranes." said
ea"di Bearss of the medical
school neurology department.
The study. sponsored by Lhe
Sandoz Corporation, is being
undertaken by Dr. James R.
Couch, medical school
professor and chief of
neurology.
The drug has been in use for
about two years, Bearss said.

a nd is primarily used as a
cardiac medicine. However.
the drug compound has been
changed for Lhe heada~he
study, she said.
Bearss said family history is
often associated wiLh migrane
sufferers, and nausea ,

vomiting and anorexia are
Lhree major symptoms of the
condition. These, combined
wiLh 'others, including blurred
vision, and reactions to loud
noises and bright lights.
describe about Lhree-fifLhs of
migrane sufferers, she said.
Participants in Lhe study are

conclusion with a seminar at
1:30 p.m. Children's service
will be from 3 p.m. to 4 p.m.

Puzzle answers

~am::Stu'k
529·2341

Open lOa....Spm Mon-Sot

Located on South 51 - between
Arnold's Mkt. & The Veach Station

3 eggs your way,
toast, jelly, hashbrowns,
and coffee

:~.::li~:":ak:~a~blet!~

the test drug or a placebo daily
throughout the study. which is
expected to last 16 weeks.
They are asked to maintain a
calendar recording all

Rabbi announces schedule
for Jewish holiday services
Rabbi Leonard S. Zoll of
Congregal'an Beth Jacob has
a nnounced the schedule of
services for the holy days of
Rosh Hashanah and Yom
Kippur.
Services will bP. held a t the
Baptist Student Center Sunday
at 5 p.m. and Sept. 24 at 5 p.m. ,
said Rabbi Zoll. who is also the
director of Lhe Hillel Foun·
dati!>n at SIU-C.
Services will also be held
Sunday and Mdnday a 't
Congregation BeLh Jacob at
7:30 p.m. and Tuesday at 9:30
3.m .
Yom Kippur services will be
held at Congregation Beth
Jacob Sept. 24 at 7:30 p.m. and
Sept. 25 at 9:30 a .m. until

headaches and all medication
taken for the headaches during
Lhe study . The calendar will be
reviewed during subsequent
visits, an.: physical exams and
other tests will be repeated at
the end of the study.
Bearss said the quota of 16
participants has been reached,
but Lhose wbo would like to be
involved in Lhe study may
contact the Department of
Medicine, SJU School of
Medicine, Springfield.

If you've seen all the same
kind of wedding rings, come
in and let me show you my
one of a kind rings,
individually designed
for "you"

with Yizkor and conclusion at 5
p.m.

For

more

information

contact Rabbi Zoll at :;29·1409.
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' The
GRAND TOURING AUTO CLUB'S
PARKING LOT GRAND PRIX
Beginners Classes
" vai/able!
Driving Instructors
Itt Events.
Clallft Available for ail types of can

dunday, dE-pt. 15th.
Sign Up 9:30a.m .

Start 12:00p.m.
SIU ARENA PARKING LOT
For more information call 529-1329

Men harriers to face youthful Kansas sq-u ad
B'RIc" .... ton

SIaHWri'er

It's going be a battle of tile
underclassmen when the
men's CI'06S country team
'-ts Kansas University this
Saturday.
1be SaIukis will run seven
freshmen, two sophomores
and four juniors against an
equally young Kansas team.
Kansas has five freshmen, two

juniors and one senior running
Saturday.
Saluki coach Bill Cornell
says he is confident of winning
tile meet, even thoud: his top
runner won't be eligible to run.
Because of an admissions mixup, Andrew Pettigrew won't be
eligible to compete unW (10,.•
tober13.

With PettigJ'I'W out, tile team
will depend on Billy Darling

for help with tile Kaling.
Darling, a freshman from
Carbondale, would be tile sixth
man when PettiIreW is running. 1be top five ranners
score poiDts for each tea,:. in a
CI'06S country meet.
sru~'s top five I'UIIIIeI"S for
Saturday are expected to be
David Lamont, a junior from
Canada; Richard McDonnell,
a freshman from England ;

Jabie Kelly.!. a .~reshman from
Gill, a junior
A..traJia ; _
from MariaD; andDarliDl.
·'It wiD be an intastiltl
- . " said CorneJI. So-lIT.
_
I"\IIIIIIft rally make It
....... to ~ what to esped in
tile r....t meet, Cornell says.
CorneJIsays he is happy with
tile way his team has been
niDi. .. 1be team ran a four·
mile time triIIl last Saturday.

and CorneD said he thought tile
team looked good - considerina tile heat.
sru-C and Kansas each lost
an A11-America to ll"lduation
last year. 1be Salukis lost
Chris Bunyon, who placed 21st
in tile NCAA national championships in 1984. Kansas lost
Brent Steiner, tile seventh
place finisher at tile NCAA
championships.

McMahon, Eason tape passing duel in Chicago
CHICAGO (uPIl- The New
E .... nd Patriots shoot for a
second successive win over a
NFC Central opponent Sunday
when they invade Soldier Field
and face tile Chicago Bears.
T!te Pats edged Green Bay
26-10 last Sunday and may
have done tile Bears a favor by
knocking off tile team many
CO!1Sider to be the Bears'
principal threat for a seeond
Succ,.ssive NFC Central
crow~ .

New England was also the
only AFC East team to post a
victory last weekend.
While New England was
knocking off Green Bay, tile
Bears opened with a 38-28 win
over NFC Central foe Tampa

Bay after spotti.. tile Bues a
28-17 lead.

CHICAGO HAS enjoyed
recent success against AFC
teams, winning six straight
from tile rival conference.
Chicago has not lost a game to
a AFC team at Soldier Field
since losi~ to Cincinnati, 1714, in overtIme on Dec. 14, 1980.
Chicago coach Mike Ditka
expects tile Patriots to be a
tougher foe tban Tampa Bay.
" This is a good ballclub.
They bave a good quarterback,
exceDent receivers and a great
bunch of running backs,"
Ditkasaid.
1be Bears have had a Jekyll
and Hyde defense thus far. The
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unit, tile tops in tile NFL one
year ago, yielded 21 poirfs !U
Tampa in tile r....t half before
shutting down tile Bues in tile
second half.
1be seeondary appears to be
the Achilles heel 01 tile club,
especiaDy with strong safety
Todd BeD a holdout.
"'I1Iat may be music to the
ears of former Illinois quarterback Tony Eason, who
guided tile Pats to tile opening

win.

THE BEARS' young
quarterback, Jim McMahon, is
coming off tile best day of his
pro career. He threw for a pair
of touchdowns and ran for two
more in his first regular
season game since suffering a

lacerated IDdney againat tile
Los Ango!les Raiders .last
November.
McMa ..... said be apects a
tough pallS nash led by New
England's Andre Tippitt, who
..d threP. and one-half sacks
last Sunday.
"We'reaDing to have to work
011 when to~ when they are
going to blitz," McMahon said.
"We must be smart in our play
calling."
rats coach Raymond Berry
is aware of McMahon's
scrambling abilities.

"YOU DON'T want a guy
like tbat to break containment
at aD," Berry said. " . think
they design those out of pocket

plays, like Washington. They
have to be handled ilifferentty.
You have to be more careful
with your rush because once he
breaks containment, you' re in
trouble."
The Bears set a NFL record
with 72 sacks one year ago but
tile pass rush was found
lacking against Tampa Bay.
Eason, who was 21 of 21 for 241
yards and one TO last week,
has a more inexperienced line
tban when New England lost to
Chicago26-13 in 1982.
"Other teams are studying
our defenses to try to figure out
what to do," Ditb said. "But
this is just not a defense or an
offense-led club. We are tile
Bears, together."

SEASON: Fans welcom e football
ContInuocllram P_ 21

enthusiastically break football
fanatics

i nto

the

season

without overloading them too
early in a season that will
continue until mid.January.
Football poses astounding
soc:ial implications for aU
Americans.
What else could cause a
rational man to destroy his
$500 color TV?
What else could cause a man
. to threaten his children for
attempting to watch the
Saturday afternoon kiddie
U. ... ter?
What else could cause a man
to s;t in front or a television (if
he Im.n't already destroyed it)
for three days, forego shaving
and live on nothing but beer,
chips and pretzels?

Wives and girllriends or
football fanatics complain the
most about football .
They complain about the
length or games, the length or
the season, the advert:senlents
geared towards the loyal fans,
the general mentality or the
sport and its players (pause
for a breath here ), the
violence, the preemption or
regular programming and
countless other minor details.
Foothall innuences more
than the personal relationships
or otherwise happily married
couples.
It can unite whole cities in
the best or times and can be so
inOuencial on local economies
that entire lifestyles become
geared to the football season"
It's kind or ironic that in a
countrY where so many im·

portant decisions are made
every day, so much focus could
be put on ,,'ha t was once a
sport and has become a big
business.
FootbaU has found its way
into the hearts of men, and not
a few women, across the
nation arid has found a per·
manent place in our social
stf'ICture.

HOUH:
1..m·3am

Sun·Thun.
1"m·Sam
Fri· Sat

There's just one recom·
mendation for those whodo not
particirte in all the fun and
anguis or football season :
Don't divorce your husband
(he probably loves yC1l more
than he admires Dan Marino,
no matter what he says) and
don't give up.
After all, season's end is but
a few months away.
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COMMUNITY COLLEGE TRANSFER STUDENTS

WE KNOW YOU'RE
OUT THERE

ARE YOU HAPPY, SAD, CONTENT OR MAD?
WE REALLY WANT TO KNOW!
Your former Community Collqe Counaelor bas been invited to
sru-c to talk to you about your tranafer experiences. Here iI
your chance to convey your views on what wu done wrona or
rlabt before and after you enrolled at.sru-C. ec,me and tell your
former Community Collqe Counselor aU about it.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 18, 1985,2:30 to 5:00 pm
STUDENT CENTER BALLROOM D
See Monday'a D.E. for the lut of partic:ipadDi Community Col", or all Adaaillloal at 453-4381.

Sports
Dorr hopes to 'avoi'd
ambush 'from Illinois
By Ron Wemlclc
StalfWriIer
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Autumn brings football
to hearts of thousands
School has started. summer
is winding down and the T.V. is
already blaring commercials
about getting an "early jump"
cia Christmas shopping.
All of this can ooIy mean one
thing - football season is
underway.
Yes. it's back to another
autumn of football divorces
and TV repairmen threatened
with bodily barm for refusi"ll
to drive across town through
rain. fog and other assorted
traffic hazards to repair a
Cowboys fanatic 's televisioo at
9 o'clock on a Monday night.
CounUess thousands of red·
blooded American men look
forward to the football season
with a passion unsurpassed by
anything previously kDOWn to
mankind - with the possible
exception of the baseball
season in spring.
The annual footbaU seas...

From the

Press Box
Steve Merritt
starts in a relatively harmless
sort of way. with a week or two
of college football before the
onslaught of pro games.
This is not a coincidental
occurence. It's .. planned.
scheduled agenda wi.th a
specific purpose.
The goal is to genUy yet
____

,~_27

"I feel like Custer. The ooIy
difference is I know what·s
coming at us;' says Saluki
footbaU coach Ray Dorr.
Dorr knows his team will be
an underdog when they play
Mike White·s Fighting 11Iini at
Cbampaign. but Dorr could
still be happy with his players
e~en if they lose.
" I'm sure if our ptayers go
out there and try bard and
d ...·t give up like last week.
regardless of the outcome of
the footbaU game. I'd be very
pleased and proud of them."
Dorrsaid.
Coach White said. " The
Southern Illinois game aUows
us the opportunity to correct
the mistakes we made in the
USC game. I think it"ll be ~
gone! football game. Southern
Illinois will play bard. They've
got nothing to lose. AnyU,ing
can happen in the game of
footbaU ."
To bave a chance Saturday.
the Salukis will have to rush
All-Big Ten quarterback Jack
Trudeau.
Until this week. the Salukis
bad not practiced using their
linebackers to blitz. Dorr said.
But now the team is worltina
00 putting the pressure ... willi
linebackers as well as their
[root line rush.

"But when you're blitzing
linebackers. you've got to play
man-to-man coverage. And
tbat's the problem when you
play Illinois - they·U pick you
apart." Dorr said.
In last week's Illini ~10 loss
to Southern California .
Trudeau was intereepted four
times because, Dorr ·said. the
defensive linemen " put
pressure 00 him and forced
him to throw the baU before he
wanted to." USC blitzed just

once.

-

For those reasons, Dorr wiD
stick to having the linemen
rush.
Even with the interceptioos.
Trudeau connected on 21 of :rT
passes for 310 yards and a
touchdown. Even in an off day,
Trudeau can be barmful to a
defense'S '-Ith.
Like USC did last week. the
Salukis will double-team
Trudeau's favorite target.
split end David Williams. who
stiU caught eight passes for 112
yards Saturday. He led the
nation in receptioos with 101
for 1,278 yards and eight
lou 10wns in 1984.
o . ~r targets are tight end
Cap Bo6o. who caught two
passes for '11 yards and a
touchdown Saturday ; tight end
Kevin Markland. who snagged
two tosses for 'l:I yards ; and
fullback Thomas Rooks. who

caught six passes for 50 yards.
Rooks is also an JUini ruoning threat as he rushed for
1.056 yards in 219 carries and
four touchdowns in 1984,
~1' ~ \':::t~. 15 yards
"I ~ Coach White wiD
want to establish a running
game. PhysicaUy. they can
line up and run up and down on
us and take a lot looger to
score. But the end result will
be the same," Dorr said.
JUini running back Ray
Wilson will also carry the
football. as he had 302 yards
rushing in 78 a ttempts and four
touchdowns last year.
Protecting Trudeau will be
tackles Arael DoolitUe (6-6.
305) and Scott Kehoe (6-5. 250),
guards Mark Dennis (6-5, 275)
and Jim Juriga (6-6, 260). and
center Mike Scully (6-5, 265),
"They have a reaUy fine
offensive line. They could give
us fits . That has me concerned.
They could reaUy roU us off the
footbaU." Dorr said.
.
"The one thing tha t might
work somewhat to our advantage is tbat they're an
awfuUy agressive. fast-flowing
defense: If we can get our
cutback plays to work, we
might be able to break back
against the grain and get
yardage we normally wouldn't
get." Dorr said.

Hernandez stops Cards in 9th
NEW YORK (UPII- With
win," said Hernandez,
one ninth-inning swing
whose game-winning RBI
Thursday. Keith Hernandez
was his 22nd of the year - an
turned what could have been . NL oecord. "We plan ...
a back-breaking defeat into
winning the divisioo. I think
one of the New York Mets' y ... can see it'. gonna go
down to the wire. "
most thrilling victories this
season,
New York. me da>, after
losing HI in 10 inmngs to
. New York pouDded 2G. game winner Joaguin AnJoim Tudor. ~ the
slumping ADduJ8r for seven
dujat for a 6-0 bulge after
hits - including consecutive
two innings, but watched the
RBI doubles by Darryl
St. Louis Cardinals come
Strawberry.
Danny Heep
back and tie the game ...
and Howard Johnson in the
WiDie McGee's SO\O homer in
the ninth off reliever Jesse
first - to amass the early
advantage.
Orosco.
But in the bottom of the
But the Cardinals tied it 6-6
9th. Hernandez singled home with one out in the ninth
Mookie Wilson from second when McGee slammed a 2-2
base with one out, giving the
pitch over the \eft~ter
Mets a dramatic H triumph
field fence. For the Nati....1
and sole possession of first
League's leading hitter, it
place in the NL East.
was his ninth homer of the
In squeezing out its second year and third hit of the
one-run victory in the three- game.
game series. New York took
"I was ,just proud to come
a one-game edge over St.
through m that .iluati.... "
said McGee. who thrust his
Louis.
"With
24
games fist in the air after the blast.
"Jesse's a great reliever. It
remaining. the team with the
best September is gonna gave us another chance."

. But Wilson led off the
bottom of the inning with an
infield single off Ken Dayley.

~~i~a~iIsonB:;'c=

and he scored 011 Hernandez'
single. Left fielder Vince
Coleman could not come up
with the baU as Wilson
scored easily .
Orosco. who surrendered a
lOth-inning bomer to Cesar
Cedeno in Wednesdaynight's
loss. worked 1 2-3 inningl, to
improve to 6-5. The relie,'er
preserved a 6-5 lead in the
eighth when he got Brian
Haf!".'" to ground into an
inning-ending double play
with the bases loaded.
St. Louis scored three runs
in the third off starter Ed
Lynch. Tom Nieto singled
with one out, went to second
... pinch-hitter Curt Ford's
single and came home ... a
two-out single by McGee.
Tommy Herr then slapped a
two-run double down the \eftfield line and got St. Louis to
6-3.

Spikers beat Minnesota in Invitational opener
By a_MerrItt

teammate Pat Nicholson to
to take the match.
"That's the kind of match ~~ofthegame' nailed
The Saluki volleyball team you can expect aU weekend."
the
opened the 10th Annual SaIuki SaJukI cc.dt Debbie Hunter down two
Invitational with a thrilling, said. "I'm really kind of score 12-l1. Tindall then added
come-from-behind victory surDrised how we took charge two kJlls to make it 14-9 before
Nicholson got the fonal kill to
over the University of Min- in tIae fint game."
make the final of 1&-9.
nesota Thursday night. hanThe Salukis w... the final two
ding the Golden Gophers their
In game five. ,..... Salukis
games 1&-9 and 15-13. The
first loss of tIM: t985 season.
The Salukis dominated the Salukis jumped to a It-! lead in again jump..'CI oot in froot but
fi rst game of the match, game four but the Gophers couldn't hold the lead in a
winning 15-2 before dropping came back to make the score 9- game that was tied five times.
the next twt' by scores of 11).15 8. Then Saluki hitters Darlene After the Salukis lead 6-0, the
and 7-15. The Salukis were then Hope and Donna TindaU · Gophen came back and took
forced 10 win two tough games came alive and combined with an U lead. The SaIukis finaUy
Po.., 211. Daily t:gypliln, September 13, 1_
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~make

retied the score at 11).10. but
again couJd not pull away.
After leadlog 13-1Z. tbe
Gapben ll!at serve ... a sideout, giving theSaJuJris the
serve for point. Tindall then
nailed down two kills, ending
the see-saw bilttJe with a final
of 15-13.
The Salukis fin\shed with 98
digs - the return of a si,ike compared to 41 for the
G = Tremblay and
N'
combined for 15 of
SIU-C's 'l:I blocb while hitter

HOllie lead aU p'!&yers with a
match-bigh 18 kJlls and 26 digs.
The SaJuJris were outserved
for the fU'lOt time this season.
which may accounl for the
exceptillll!ll number of digs.

The loss drops the Gophers
to 6-1 on l'.e year while the
Salukis go t~ 7-1 . The Salukis
play Kentucky ~'11 Friday ni,hl
aI7 :30 p.m., Cenlral Michigan
al . 2 p.m . Saturday anc'
nationaUy-ranked Texas AIrM
00 Saturday at 7:30p.m .

